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Abstract—We propose and evaluate an approach for network
intrusion detection in high dimensional space. This approach
is based on an approximate solution to the nearest neighbor
problem. Our evaluation is based on the KDD’99 data set, a
Yahoo web spam data set and another set used in the NIPS’03
feature selection challenge. The approximate approach shows that
good performance in terms of detection rate and false positives
rate can be achieved.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Network intrusion has become a widespread problem with
a very negative impact on the trustworthiness and reliability
of Internet services. According to a Symantec report [1], there
were more than 1,6 million malicious code threats reported in
2008. These threats are often in the form of viruses, worms
or trojans. Some virus families consist of several thousands
or even tens of thousand distinct viruses that were created by
virus kits, a specialized software aimed at automated virus
creation [2].
Best current practices for malicious code detection are based
on elaborate manual malicious code analysis [2]. Even though
a manual code analysis can produce a signature for an efficient
detection, with the increasing number and sophistication of
malicious code threats, it becomes more and more challenging
to produce them. Additionally, this approach fails to address
the problem from a broader perspective that could lead to an
increased survivability of information systems.
In the following, we introduce the locality sensitive hashing
as an underlying mechanisms in the supervised k-nearest
neighbor classification algorithm. Running experiments with
several (benchmark) data sets, we argue about the efficiency
and feasibility of such a classification. In investigating this
approach, our motivation is based on the fact, that with the
increasing complexity and sophistication of network intrusions, the classical approach based on signature detection
will become in the future more and more challenging, if not
impossible. We evaluate the efficiency of this approach in
terms of detection rate and false positives rate.
This documents is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the locality sensitive hashing. Additionally, we introduce
an approximate k-nearest neighbors classifier. In Sec. III we
discuss the benchmark data sets that we used. In Sec. IV we

introduce our experimental setup. In Sec. V we report our
experimental results. In Sec. VI we compare the performance
of our approach with the KDD’99 winner. In Sec. VII we
discuss the related work. In Sec. VIII we conclude.
II. L OCALITY S ENSITIVE H ASHING
Datar et al. [3] recently proposed a locality sensitive hashing
scheme for finding an approximate nearest neighbor in high
dimensional space. The goal of the (R, c)-near neighbor
problem is to report a point within the distance cR from a
query q, if there is a point in the data set P within distance R
from q. A key technique in solving the (R, c)-near neighbor
problem is locality sensitive hashing.
Definition 1: A family of hash functions H = h : S → U
is called (R, cR, p1, p2)-sensitive, if for any two points v, q ∈
d , where  is the set of real numbers and d is the dimensionality
• if d(v − q) ≤ R then P r[h(q) = h(p)] ≥ p1 ,
• if d(v − q) ≥ cR then P r[h(q) = h(p)] ≤ p2 .
d(v − q) is the distance of points v and q under lp norm.
In order for a locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) family to be
useful, it has to satisfy p1 > p2 .
The algorithm proceeds as follows. Define a function family
G = {g : S → U k } such that g(v) = (h1 (v), ..., hk (v)). For
an integer L, choose independently and uniformly at random L
functions g1 , ..., gL from G. During preprocessing, store each
v ∈ P in the bucket g1 (v), ..., gL (v). To process a query q,
search all buckets g1 (q), ..., gL (q). If any of the points found
in these buckets lies within distance R from q, return Yes and
vj , else return No.
Parameters k and L are chosen so that with some constant
probability it holds:
• if there exists v such that d(v, q) ≤ R then gj (v) = gj (q)
for some j = 1, ..., L, and
• the total number of collisions of q with points v such that
d(v, q) ≤ cR is less than 3L.
1/p1
Then k = log1/p2 n and L = nρ , ρ = ln
ln 1/p2 , where
n = |P |. The results in [3] show that for the norm l2 , the
parameter ρ = 0.1 − 0.2 for the approximation factor c being
in the range 4 − 8.

In [3] the following locality sensitive family is proposed.
Definition 2: For a fixed a and b, the hash function is
ha,b (v) = a.v+b
r , where a is a d-dimensional vector with
entries chosen independently from a p-stable distribution and
b is a real number chosen uniformly from the range [0, r]. The
(.) operator is the vector dot product operator. Finally, r is a
parameter that dissects the real line into segments of equal
size.
Definition 3: A distribution D over R is called p-stable,
if there exists p ≥ 0 such that for any n real numbers
X1 , ..., Xn with distribution D,
x1 , ..., xn and i.i.d. variables

x
X
the random variable
i
i has the same distribution as
i

the variable ( i |xi |p )−p X, where X is a random variable
with distribution D. Examples of a p-stable distribution are
the Cauchy distribution or the Gaussian distribution.
We used the algorithm implementation called E2LSH introduced in [4]. This implementation takes advantage of several
optimization geared towards “average case data sets”. Most
notably, it benefits from the fact that the functions g1 , ..., gL
are not independent. The
√ query time, if decomposed into two
terms is Tg = O(dk L) and Tc = O(d.#collisions). Tg
is the cost of computing L functions gj and Tc is the cost
of computing the mutual distances between the query q and
all points (#collisions) found in the buckets g1 (q), ..., gL (q).
The algorithm requires O(nL) memory.
We use the above described algorithm for (approximate)
k-nearest neighbors classification. In the k-nearest neighbors
classification algorithm [5], a test sample is classified after
its k-nearest neighbors by majority rule. This means, the knearest neighbors of a test sample are computed and the class
label of the majority of the computed neighbors is assigned to
the test sample. In our approach, we consider two cases: (i) the
test sample is classified after its approximate nearest neighbor
and (ii) the test sample is classified after two approximate
nearest neighbor. In the latter case it is necessary that both of
the two approximate nearest neighbors share the same label. If
this is not the case, we mark the test sample as “undecided”.
This approach was introduced in order to control the false
positives rate.
III. T HE DATASETS
We tested our approach on three data sets. We must note
that suitable data sets having (i) high dimensionality, (ii)
a high number of samples and (iii) relevance to intrusion
detection are scarce. Additionally, to facilitate the whole process, labeled data sets are preferable to make the experiments
straightforward. In a labeled data set, the labels of samples
are determined by whether a given sample represents normal
behavior or an intrusion.
The first data set is the KDD’99 data set used in a data classification challenge within the “Fifth International Conference
on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining” [6]. The second
one is a Yahoo! web spam data set. The third one, Madelon, is
an artificial dataset, which was part of the NIPS 2003 (Neural
Information Processing Systems) feature selection challenge.

The KDD dataset consists of almost five million labeled
data in 22 attacks and a one normal label. The data set is
divided into five basic classes according to the attack type:
• normal,
• probe - surveillance and other probing,
• denial of service (DOS),
• user-to-root (U2R) - unauthorized access with superuser
(root) privileges
• remote-to-local (R2L) - unauthorized access from a remote machine.
Each data item has 41 attributes. It is based on real data
traffic measurements in a local area network. This data set
was then extended with samples that represent attacks from
one of the above four classes. There were 22 different attack
types.
The goal of the competition was to come up with a good
classifier that can distinguish between (i) normal traffic and
attacks (good/bad classification), (ii) normal traffic and the
four attack classes, and (iii) normal traffic and a specific attack
type. The data set was split into two subsets: training and test
sets.
• The training data set was available to the participants
long before the challenge.
• The test data set was then used to test a classifier
computed with the training set. In order to make the
challenge more realistic, a few attacks not present in the
training set were included in the test set.
The Yahoo! WEBSPAM-UK2007 collection [7] is based on
a crawl of the .uk domain done in May 2007, and labeled
by a group of volunteers. The collection includes 114,529
hosts out of which 6,479 are labeled. The Web spam datasets
are provided to advance research on Web spam detection.
This data set is also provided in precomputed form with 138
attributes. This dataset has only 3 labels: spam, nospam and
undecided.
The third data set, Madelon [8], represents a two-class
classification problem with continuous input variables. The
problem is multivariate and highly non-linear. It contains data
points grouped in 32 clusters placed on the vertices of a five
dimensional hypercube and randomly labeled +1 or -1. The
five dimensions constitute 5 features. 15 linear combinations
of those features were added to form a set of 20 (redundant)
informative features. Based on those 20 features one must
separate the examples into the 2 classes (corresponding to the
+-1 labels). A number of distractor features called ’probes’
having no predictive power was added. The order of the
features and patterns were randomized. This dataset contains
4,400 items, but only 2,600 labeled. The number of attributes
is 500.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
Our experiments were done in three phases:
1) Assigning numerical values to nominal features. Data
preprocessing for the E2LSH application.
2) Classification with E2LSH.
3) Statistical evaluation of the results.
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KDD data set: detection rate and FP rate for the normal and 4 intrusion classes.
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Fig. 2. KDD data set: detection rate and FP rate for the normal and 22 intrusion types. {ipsweep, nmap, portsweep, satan} belong to the probe intrusion
class. {back, land, neptune, pod, smurf, teardrop} belong to the DOS intrusion class. {buffer overflow, loadmodule, perl, rootkit} belong to the U2R intrusion
class. {ftp write, guess password, imap, multihop, phf, spy, warezclient, warezmaster} belong to the R2L intrusion class.

A. Data Preprocessing
The nominal features in any of the data sets were converted
to a numerical representation. This was done by parsing
the corresponding file and assigning monotonically increasing
integer values to nominal features. All numerical features were
subsequently normalized into the [0.0,1.0] range. Then the data
format was converted to the E2LSH format. If necessary, we

filtered out features that do not change in range, i.e. always
take upon the same value.
B. Classification
As we already mentioned, our classification approach is
based on the k-nearest neighbors classification with k = 1. We
extended this approach by requiring a double vote during the
classification process, i.e. a feature vector would be assigned
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C. Data Evaluation
The classification procedure was evaluated in terms of
the detection rate, the false positives rate (FP rate) and the
undecided rate (UN rate). The UN rate reflects the fact that not
all vectors could be predicted because i) there was no neighbor
within the distance R from the query q or ii) the prediction
based on the two nearest neighbors would not coincide.
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Comparison of results for the KDD, Yahoo and Madelon data sets.

a label, if both of its two nearest neighbors share the same
label.
For computing the approximate nearest neighbor the E2LSH
tool is used. This tool automatically computes the most
suitable values for the k and L parameters. This is done by
minimizing the sum Tg +Tc . The (dissection) parameter r was
left at its default value 4. The approximation parameter c was
set to 1.1. Upon success, for a query q the tool outputs the
list of approximate nearest neighbors. The Cauchy distribution
was used as a p-stable distribution. We only considered the l2
norm, i.e. the Euclidean norm.
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where cj is a class label. ncj is the number of vectors (samples) labeled with the class cj . ccj is the number of vectors
that are correctly predicted by the induction algorithm (knearest neighbors algorithm) as belonging to the class cj . F Pcj
is the number of samples incorrectly predicted as belonging
to cj . 95% confidence intervals (CI95% ) were computed for
each measure. U Ncj is the number of ”undecided” vectors

belonging to the class cj . When comparing performance for
the three different data sets KDD’99, Yahoo and Madelon, we
report directly in terms of false positives (FP), true positives
(TP), false negatives (FN) and true negatives (TN).
For performance estimation, we used stratified holdout
validation [9]. A holdout validation depends on the division
of the data set into a training set and a test set. In random
subsampling, the holdout method is repeated k times, with
k = 20 in our experiments. The distribution of classes was in
both the training and the test sets preserved. The detection rate,
the FP rate and their confidence intervals are then computed.
Now we describe how the holdout validation was applied
to the various data sets. The size of the KDD data set was
494, 021 (we used a subset of the KDD data set). From this
data set 1, 000 vectors were randomly chosen to belong to
the test data set. The other two sets, Yahoo and Madelon,
although, having a large dimensionality were small in size
(low number of samples). Their sizes were 6, 479 and 2, 600,
respectively. For the Yahoo data set, the training and test set
sizes were 4, 275 and 2, 204, respectively. The Madelon data
set was divided into training and test data sets of the size
2, 000 data and 600, respectively.
The training data sets constitute in the case of the knearest neighbors classification, the data set that is stored in a
database. The test data set constitutes the set of queries.
In case of the KDD data set, we did three types of
predictions:
•
•

Good vs bad, i.e. we predicted whether a given sample
represents a normal behavior or an intrusion.
Good vs intrusion categories, i.e. we predicted whether
a given sample represents a normal behavior or an intrusion. If it represents an intrusion, the intrusion class

•

membership was also output. There were 4 different
intrusion categories (see Section III).
Good vs intrusion types. The same as above but we
attempted to predict the exact intrusion type. There were
22 different intrusion types (see Section III).
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

The results are reported in Figures 1, 2 and 3. The results
based on two approximate nearest neighbors are appended
with a ∗ sign. Under the label ”{0}” in Fig. 3 are shown the
“undecided” cases for the two nearest neighbor classification.
The 95% confidence intervals are depicted as error bars. The
results in Figures 1, 2 and 3 are based on the training KDD
data subset.
The Fig. 1 depicts the results for the KDD data set for both
classification by the nearest neighbors and the two nearest
neighbors. The detection rate in the former case is in the
range 98 − 99% with the exception of the U2R class with
the detection rate of 89% and the FP rate of 5.4%. Using the
two nearest neighbors procedure the FP rate is at the same
level (there is no statistically significant difference), except
the U2R class. In this case the FP rate is decreased to 0%.
Notice that the FP rate in Fig. 1 also decreases because
many samples fall into the “undecided” category. It can be
seen that 61% instances of U2R∗ and 16% instances of R2L∗
are undecided. The is also the reason why the detection rate
decreases for some classes; there are many samples that were
marked as “undecided”. In the case of the U2R∗ class, the
detection performance, if compared to U2R, decreases by
about 3.5%.
The Fig. 2 depicts the results for the 22 intrusion types. The
detection rate lies in the range 70−100%. The FP rate is in the
range 0 − 13%. The extended procedure with the two nearest
neighbors had in some cases a statistically significant effect
on the FP rate. The intrusion class “spy” has only 2 instances.
Since they were both misclassified, the detection rate for this
class is 0%.
The Fig. 3 compares the detection performance for the three
data sets that we used. The tests were done with several
different values for the R parameter. The labels on the xaxis are in the format “datafile + R”. It can be stated that for
the KDD set, the nearest neighbor classification performed
well. For the other two data sets, Yahoo and Madelon, the
performance is significantly worse. This is due to the fact that
the data sets do not have a high enough number of samples.
This can be seen by the rather high number of “undecided”
cases. Often there was no neighbor within the distance R from
the initial query point.
VI. C OMPARISON WITH THE KDD’99 W INNER
Table I shows the confusion matrix of the KDD’99 competition winner [10]. A confusion matrix contains information
about actual and predicted classifications done by a classification algorithm. The winning method was based on a set
of C5 decision trees and a classification error minimization.
Tables III, IV and V show our results using 1-neighbor

classification for three different values of the R parameter. The
results in the tables are based on the test KDD data subset.
Within the KDD test set, the classes contain the following
numbers of samples: normal 60,593 (19.48%), probe 4,166
(1.34%), DOS 229,853 (73.9%), U2R 228 (0.07%) and R2L
16,189 (5.2%), together 311,029 labeled samples.
In the KDD competition, the average cost ξ for each
confusion matrix was computed. The average cost of the
winning entry was 0.2331. The average cost is defined as
a sum of the products of confusion matrix and cost matrix
(described in [6]) divided by the number of total predicted
samples. More formally:

ai,j bi,j
i,j
Definition 7: ξ = 
i,j

ai,j

where ai,j is the number of samples from the confusion
matrix and bi,j is the corresponding entry from the cost matrix;
0 ≤ i, j ≤ 4 (there were 4 intrusion classes and one normal
class). The average cost computation in conjuction with an
approximate nearest neighbor classification is biased due the
fact that some samples were excluded, since there was no
neighbor within radius R. For example, in the U2R class, there
were almost 92% samples excluded (for R = 0.1). This points
out that only the normal and DOS classes were suitable for
classification with the approximate nearest neighbor classifier.
Interestingly, one of the entries in the KDD’99 cup was
based on a 1-nearest neighbor classifier [11]. The results are
shown in Table II. Our approach performs better, since we
only considered neighbors with a radius R from the query.
This however precluded classification of some samples.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Sabhnani and Serpen [12] compared nine machine learning
algorithms with respect to intrusion detection efficiency. They
concentrated on the detection of the U2R and R2L intrusion
classes of the KDD’99 data set. They concluded that none
of the investigated approaches could significantly improve
the detection performance with respect to these two intrusion
classes. Their detection rate was about 30% for U2R and 10%
for R2L.
Bouzida and Gombault [13] presented a method based on
Principal component analysis (PCA). The goal of the method
is to reduce the complexity of the representation space before
a learning algorithm is applied. Their tests are based on
the KDD’99 data set. The reported detection rate (using a
variant of PCA) for the normal, probe, DOS, U2R and R2L
classes were 99.00%, 68.80%, 97.25%, 6.58% and 0.01%,
respectively.
Amor et al. [14] investigated the performance of a decision
tree classifier and the Bayes classifier with the KDD’99 data
set. Their detection rate was about 91 − 92% in average, when
classification with respect to the five classes was done. The
worst result was reported for the R2L class, 1% and 9%
when using a decision tree and the Naive Bayes classifier,
respectively.
The Kernel miner tool based method by I. Levin won the
second place in the KDD’99 contest [15]. He constructed a

R2L
0.01
0
0
4.39
8.4

set of locally optimal decision tree from which a subset was
used in class prediction. The average cost of his solution was
ξ = 0.2356.
Miheev et al. [16] won the third place in the KDD’99
competition. Their solution was based on combining expert
knowledge with voting decision trees. The average cost of
their solution was ξ = 0.2367.
Depren et al. proposed a hybrid Intrusion Detection System
architecture [17] with several modules: an anomaly detection
module, a misuse detection module and a decision support
system. They used the J.48 decision tree algorithm to classify
the attacks. The KDD’99 data set was used for performance
estimation. In their experiments, they achieved the detection
rate of 98.96 − 99.90% and a false positives rate of 0.1 −
1.01%. They classified with respect to all intrusion types. They
however only used a 10% subset of the KDD’99 data set with
199,677 samples.
Kim and Park [18] applied Support Vector Machines (SVM)
for classifying the intrusion classes of the KDD’99 data set.
For the normal and the four intrusion classes they reported
the following results in terms of detection rate. Normal class
99.3%, probe 36.65%, DOS 91.6%, U2R 12% and R2L 22%.
Shyu et al. [19] used a principal component classifier for
classification of the KDD’99 data set. For the normal and
intrusion classes, they reported the detection rate of 99.08%
and 98.94%, respectively. The FP rate was about 0.5%.
Song et al. presented an approach based on Genetic Programming in [20]. The detection rate that they reported, with
respect to the four intrusion classes, was 95.6%. Adjusting
various parameters, they were able to decrease the FP rate,
however, at the cost of a lower detection rate.
The results reported in this and the previous section are
summarized in Tab. VI. The FP rate reported is the FP rate
of the ”any intrusion” class, where the four intrusion classes
are merged together. Occasionally, we cannot report some
measures, since they were not computed by the authors. In
some cases, the authors used in their experiments various input
parameters in order to control the detection performance. We
chose to include into Tab. VI the results that offer a balanced
detection performance with respect to the detection and FP
rates.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
We evaluated a novel approach to intrusion detection in
high dimensional space. This approach is based on locality
sensitive hashing, a recent approach for approximate nearest
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normal
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neighbor computation due to Datar et al. [3]. We tested this
approach on three different data sets. Most notably, we used
the KDD’99 data set that is a standard benchmark for testing
intrusion detection algorithms.
Our results show solid detection performance that is comparable to the KDD’99 competition winner, if the three classes
with the highest number of samples (normal, probe, DOS)
are considered. Since the applied approximate approach only
outputs the nearest neighbor within the distance R from the
query point, some samples stayed unclassified (undecided).
The undecided rate was in the range 1 − 4%. However, for
several specific intrusion classes, this rate was rather high.
For example, for the U2R intrusion class and R = 0.1, the
undecided rate was about 92%. This points out that the task
of correct classification is for some samples in the test KDD
data set rather tricky.
In general, as it could be seen on the Yahoo and Madelon

TABLE VI
C OMPARISON OF KDD’99 BASED CLASSIFICATION .

KDD’99 Winner
KDD’99 2nd place
KDD’99 with 1-nearest neigh.
Naive Bayes
C4.5 on PCA7 projection
C4.5 on PCA2 projection
SVM IDS
GP 8-basic 90-difficulty 10-age
Hybrid IDS
PCC 1%
E2LSH with R=0.3 (training set)
E2LSH with R=0.1
E2LSH with R=0.3
E2LSH with R=0.5
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10.1
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98.94
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5.3
97.6
11.9
97.6
9.0

data sets, the investigated type of classification is less suitable
for data sets or classes with a low number of samples.
Additionally to 1-nearest neighbor classification, we also
evaluated classification based on 2-nearest neighbors. The goal
was to gain some insight on the robustness of the underlying
approximate nearest neighbor classification with respect to the
FP rate. We observed an improvement in the FP rate control,
however only for the U2R class.
We conclude that even though, the results based on the
approximate approach are not significantly better than that
of the KDD’99 winner (based on the C5 decision tree), the
computational complexity is in our case notably decreased
thanks to the applied locality sensitive hashing. Our approach
could be thus useful for classification of high rate data traffic
such as the Internet traffic.
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